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Witnessing large turnout of Omani businessmen,

“Made in Qatar”
in Oman - a dazzling
success

Expo concludes with many contracts and agreements signed
between Qatari and Omani firms to develop trade cooperation

Editorial

Khalifa Bin Jassim Bin
Mohammed Al Thani
Qatar Chamber Chairmam

T

he speech of HH the Amir
Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad AlThani at the opening of the 47th
ordinary session of the Advisory
Council stressed the resilience of
Qatar’s economy and the increase
of its self- reliance as well as its
management to overcome the
impacts of the siege imposed on
the country.
In the speech, Amir affirmed that
despite the siege circumstances,
Qatar has managed to develop its
relations with most of the world
countries, while the bonds with
its allies have become stronger
than before.
His Highness the Amir noted that
the Qataris have become more
committed to the ethics they are
famous for, and their awareness
and realization of the scale of
their country’s accomplishments
and the importance of national
sovereignty and independence
of our political decision.
The Amir stressed the role of
economic diversification in the
economic growth and assured
the importance of reducing the
dependence on oil and gas as
sole source of national income.
Economic diversity mainly aims
to achieve economic growth
without being influenced by oil
and gas price fluctuations.

His Highness the Amir also
assured the role of the private
sector in the economic process,
especially in the industrial sector
which contributed to achieve
great volume of self-sufficiency
of food products and other
consumables. The number of
factories operating in the State
has increased by about 14% after
the blockade, and these factories
managed to achieve a great deal
of self-sufficiency in some food
products and consumables, HH
the Amir said.
His Highness the Amir Sheikh
Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani’s
appreciation of the role played
by the private sector in Qatar
places great responsibility on
those responsible for this sector
that should continue work to
enhance its role in the economic
and investment process and
encourage businessmen to
increase investment in industrial
projects needed by the local
market as well as export the
surplus of Qatari products abroad.
All the indicators mentioned
by His Highness the Amir
regarding the Qatari economy’s
performance confirm that Qatar
was able to overcome the effects
of the siege and the future
holds further development and

prosperity for Qatar, especially
when the country is moving
steadily to achieve water and
food security and secure enough
electrical energy to advance
development and meet its
requirements.
The Amir’s keenness on the
development of the human being
and ensuring high standard
of living for the citizens as His
Highness stressed in the speech
that human being remains the
subject and goal of development
plans.
In this context, the Second
National Development Strategy
2018-2022, which has been
implemented,
affirmed the
continued
development
of
infrastructure, the promotion
of economic diversification,
the development of the private
sector and the wise management
of natural resources while
preserving and protecting the
environment. It also aims to
promoting human development
through health and education.
The strategy assures that the
human being is the center of
the development process. It also
stresses His Highness’s keenness
on the human development and
the achievement of prosperity for
the Qatari citizen.
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The Private Sector in Amir’s Speech
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Saleh bin Hamad Al Sharqi
Director General

Q

atar
Chamber
has
clocked
considerable
achievements in 2018 and
significantly developed the
services it provides to the Qatari
private sector and members.
These achievements, beyond
any doubt, will help the
chamber to be one of the
most leading chambers in the
world and to achieve one of
its objectives established by
the directives of its Chairman
HE Sheikh Khalifa bin Jassim Al
Thani.
During 2018, QC has achieved
three accomplishments that
would contribute at enhancing
its position globally.
First, it has officially joined
the World ATA Carnet Council
(Watac). This allows the
chamber to implement the
ATA Carnet system in Qatar. It
contributes to boost Qatar’s
position as an attractive
investment destination and a
world trade centre. It also will
further activate the conference
and exhibition sectors and
tourist activities.
Qatar Chamber is the national
guarantor for the application

of ATA Carnet. It started to
implement the ATA Carnet
system from August 1 and
the first carnet was issued in
September to Sheikh Faisal
Museum.
The system facilitates and
simplifies customs procedures
across borders for exporters
and importers using one
document to complete all
customs procedures in the 77
countries that apply the ATA
Carnet system.
Second, the chamber has
joined
the
International
Customs Transport (TIR). It
became the national guarantor
for the issuance of the TIR
system in cooperation with the
General Authority of Customs.
The implementation of the
system aims at facilitating
trade, reducing transport and
shipping costs for traders
and facilitating the land
transportation of goods.
The TIR is an international
system of transport and
customs
guarantee
that
is globally applicable in
70
contracting
countries
worldwide. It allows the
transportation of goods from

the country of origin through
transit countries to the country
of destination in sealed
containers subject to customs
control through a mutually
recognised multilateral system.
Third, the chamber has joined
the ICC CO Accreditation
Chain, paving the way for
private companies and QC
members to apply for COs
online stamped with the
internationally recognised ICC
CO label.
The State of Qatar’s accession
to the ICC CO Accreditation
Chain as the 24th member
country will further promote
and
facilitate
trade
by
implementing a universally
accepted certification standard
for the issuance of Certificates
of Origins in the country.
The new service will enable
private companies and QC
members to submit for issuing
COs via its website without the
need to visit the chamber’s
headquarters.
This step will also stimulate
trade and increase non-oil
exports of the country as well
as increase the private sector
contribution in the GDP.
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QC on the way to prestigious global position
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The four-day Made in Qatar
Exhibition, which was held at the
Oman Convention and Exhibition
Center, came to close on December
6. The exhibition saw a great turnout
as a number of visitors, especially
from Omani businessmen, toured
the pavilions of the participating
companies, met with their Qatari
business counterparts and officials of
these companies, and introduced to
the industries displayed.
On the sidelines of the exhibition, many
agreements were signed between
Qatari and Omani companies.
It has drawn significant media attention
from the various media means in the
Sultanate of Oman.
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News

T

Qatar - Algeria working
to boost bilateral ties

he Algerian minister of commerce HE Saeed Gallab said that his country is
keen on developing its cooperation relations with Qatar in all fields, noting
that both countries share the same economic visions in diversification.

T
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his came during a
meeting hosted by
Qatar Chamber with the
presence of 30 Algerian
companies specialized in
food, beverage and food
processing.
Qatar Chamber chairman
HE Shiekh Khalifa bin
Jassim Al Thani, chairman
of Algeria Chamber of
Industry and Commerce Mohamed
Bin Omar attended the meeting
as well as number of QC board
members and businessmen.
The minister said that his country
is honoured to be the honour
guest of Qatar Hospitality Fair,
noting that this demonstrates his
country’s keenness on enhancing
its cooperation ties with Qatar.
Qatar Chamber’s chairman HE
Sheikh Khalifa bin Jassim Al Thani
said that the brotherly relations
between Qatar and Algeria are
6

historic, distinguished and always
witnessing significant growth in
all economic and trade sectors in
light with of the wise leaderships
of both countries.
Their
trade
exchange
was
amounted to QR 134 million in
2016 and QR 163 million in 2017,
reordering a growth of %22,
he noted, saying: “ This figure
doesn’t match the huge potentials
available in both counties. We
have to study all means that help
in increasing trade between our

brotherly countries. There
are lots of investment and
business opportunities in
both sides”
Sheikh Khalifa pointed out
that there are 115 QatariAlgerian joint businesses
operating in the Qatari
market in various sectors.
We are looking forward
to
increasing
these
partnerships between the private
sectors, especially that there are a
host of investment opportunities
available in all economic sectors in
general and in SMEs in particular.
QC chairman said that Algeria
is one of the most attractive
investment destinations to Qatari
businessmen. There are many
Qatari investments established in
Algeria within the past few year
such as the Algerian-Qatari Steel
Company (Bellara Steel Complex)
located northeast of Algiers.

www.qatarchamber.com

Qatar Chamber holds
discussion with Iraqi delegation
Q

atar Chamber (QC) held a meeting with an Iraqi delegation led by Dr Ali
Farhan, Governor of Anbar Province. The two sides discussed means of
boosting the joint economic and trade cooperation.

heikh Khalifa bin Jassim
bin Mohammed Al Thani,
Chairman of Qatar Chamber,
stressed the keenness of the
Chamber to strengthen the
cooperation relations between
the Qatari businessmen and their
Iraqi counterparts, pointing out
that the Iraqi province of Anbar
has investment opportunities
that will be studied by Qatari
businessmen.
He said that the Qatar Chamber
would host a joint meeting of
Qatari businessmen and their
counterparts from Al Anbar
province by inviting the Iraqi side
to organize a visit for a delegation
of Iraqi businessmen from Anbar
province to Qatar to discuss all
issues related to enhancing trade
and investment cooperation
from their Qatari counterparts
and to view the investment
opportunities available in both

countries.
For his part, Dr Ali Al Farhan
reviewed the advantages and
opportunities of investment in
the Province, which is a gateway
to the markets of Jordan, Syria
and the Gulf region, adding
that the investment of Qatari
businessmen in the province will
strengthen the brotherly and

historical ties between Qatar and
Iraq.
He pointed to the existence of
many investment opportunities
that Qatari businessmen can
enter, especially in areas such as
phosphate, raw materials and
metals, as well as a promising
investment
opportunity
at
Habbaniyah Airport.
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News

Romania offers 21 projects
to the Qatari private sector

R

omanian Prime Minister Viorica Dăncilă praised the strong relations
between her country and Qatar, noting that these relations witness great
development but they are still below expectations of both peoples.

S
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he said that her country offer
21 investment projects in
Romania in front of Qatari investors
in the frame of the public-private
partnerships.
She invited Qatari businessmen
to visit her country and explore
investment opportunities available
in all sectors.
This came during a meeting with
the Romanian Prime Minister Viorica
Dăncilă with Qatari businessmen
held at Sheraton Hotel.
Number of Romanian ministers
and officials attended the meeting
along with number of Qatari
businessmen with the aim of
reviewing enhancing economic
and trade cooperation between
both countries business sectors.
She said that this the first time for
Romania to offer mega strategic
projects in the frame of PPP,
affirming that there is a joint
desire between both sides to
furthering cooperation on trade
and investment.
The government provides many
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incentives to streamline procedures
of establishing foreign investments
as well as guarantees to protect
these investments, she added.
These projects include sectors of
port, maritime and air transport,
tourism, health, agriculture and
energy, she added.
Qatar Chamber first vice chairman
Mohamed bin Ahmed bin Twar
said that Qatar and Romania enjoy
distinguished relations in all levels
and fields since they established
their diplomatic relations 1990,
noting that these relations
witnessed significant growth within
the past few years.
Bin Twar noted that both countries
trade volume hit last year $ 71

million which is not corresponding
with the huge potentials both sides
own.
“There are 50 Qatar-Romanian
joint ventures operating in Qatar.
Qatar Chamber calls on both
countries businessmen to establish
more profitable partnerships and
investment alliances that help
increase trade exchange between
them,” he pointed out.
Qatari businessmen and investors
are eager to recognize investment
opportunities available in Romania.
Qatar Chamber is interested to
help both countries’ businessmen
enhance their cooperation relations
and set up joint ventures in both
countries, Bin Twar noted.

www.qatarchamber.com

in collaboration with Qatar Chamber and Qatar Stock Exchange

QDB honours top 50 SMEs

Q

atar Development Bank (QDB), in collaboration with Qatar Chamber
and Qatar Stock Exchange (QSE), honoured top 50 SMEs at a glittering
ceremony held at St. Regis Hotel on 14 November.

generous support given by the wise
leadership of the private sector and
small and medium enterprises,
pointing to the government’s
efforts to enhance the role of these
projects in the economic boom
witnessed by the country.
HE the Chairman of the Chamber
said in a statement on the sidelines
of the ceremony honoring the
outstanding companies on the
list of excellence 2018, that SMEs
have demonstrated their ability to
maintain balance in the business
environment and continue to grow
and create jobs, and became an
important engine of the wheel of

growth and prosperity in times of
recovery of the economy and in
periods of recession and economic
crises.
He also stressed the importance
of economic diversification and
reducing dependence on the
energy sector as the sole source of
income. He noted that the Chamber
helped small business owners from
productive families and home
owners to display their products
through Made in Qatar exhibition
and other exhibitions in which the
Chamber participates or organizes
with partners inside or outside the
country.
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D

uring the second edition
of the SME Excellence List
2018, the awards were presented
to these deserving SMEs under
the patronage of Prime Minister
and Interior Minister H E Sheikh
Abdullah bin Nasser bin Khalifa
Al Thani, in the presence of H E
Sheikh Abdullah bin Saoud Al
Thani, Governor of Qatar Central
Bank (QCB) and Chairman of
Qatar Development Bank (QDB);
HE Sheikh Khalifa bin Jassim bin
Mohammed Al-Thani, Chairman of
Qatar Chamber.
SME Excellence List serves as a
valuable platform for entrepreneurs,
to showcase their achievements
as well as their outstanding and
innovative efforts in managing
their business. It was an arduous
task to select the best in class top
50 companies from among the
companies who participated in the
second edition of the program.
HE Sheikh Khalifa bin Jassim bin
Mohammed Al-Thani, Chairman
of Qatar Chamber, praised the
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News

Qatar Chamber joins International
CO accreditation chain
T
he Qatar Chamber (QC) has joined the International
Certificate of Origin (CO) Accreditation Chain.
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he statement said that the
announcement was made
during an International CO Council
meeting which took place in Jaipur,
India. Director of International
Relations and Chambers Affairs
at Qatar Chamber and ICC Qatar,
Sheikha Tamader Al Thani attended
the meeting.
With its newly established status
as a member of the CO Chain (It
includes 560members from 24
countries), the Qatar Chamber
will benefit from the use of the
internationally recognised ICC CO
label.
The new service will enable private
companies and QC members
to submit for issuing COs via its
website without the need to visit
the chamber’s headquarters.
Commenting
on
the
announcement,
QC
DirectorGeneral Saleh bin Hamad Al Sharqi
said that the chamber would

issue COs online starting from the
second quarter of 2019, noting that
this step would provide impulse to
stimulate trade and increase nonoil exports of the country.
QC issued more than 25339
certificates of origin during the
first nine months of the current
year including 1158 online COs, he
pointed out.
Al Sharqi said that the system would
save time and effort of businessmen
and companies as well as it would
contribute to flourishing trade
between Qatar and world countries.

The manual transaction for the COs
will continue along side with the
online COs because there are many
countries don’t deal with online
COs, he added.
Director of International Relations
and Chambers’ Affairs at Qatar
Chamber and ICC Qatar Sheikha
Tamader Al Thani said that the
State of Qatar’s accession to the
ICC CO Accreditation Chain as the
24th member country will further
promote and facilitate trade
by implementing a universally
accepted certification standard
for the issuance of Certificates of
Origins in the country.
She further noted that the chamber
will organize an awareness
workshop in cooperation with ICC
and ICC Qatar in January of 2019
to provide practical information on
the ICC Certificate of Origin and the
benefits it will provide to the Qatari
business community.
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Committees

QC Contracting
panel reviews means
of protecting subcontractors

T

he Qatar Chamber’s Contracting
Committee praised the speech
of HH the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin
Hamad Al-Thani at the opening of the 47th session of the Advisory Council in which the Amir
affirmed the role of the private sector in the inclusive economic development. It stressed the
swift response and close cooperation by all competent authorities in the country with the
aim to achieve this objective.

T

his revealed in a meeting held
and chaired by Mohamed
Sultan Al Jaber, QC board member
and chair of the panel.
The attendees discussed means
of protecting sub-contractors as
well as a number of procedures
and issues related to the sector
such as tenders.
The meeting reviewed obstacles

facing the sector and suggested
solutions.
The attendees affirmed the
importance of identifying these
obstacles and communicating
with concerned bodies to find
appropriate solutions. They said
that these steps would create
strong contracting sector that
positively contribute to the boon
Qatar witnesses.

SMEs shall be part of the
committee as they play a key role
in the sector, they said.
Mohamed Al Gaber said that the
chamber is exerting great efforts
to cooperate with all competent
authorities in the country to
simplify business community
and erase all obstacles facing its
members.

Reclassification of firms
discussed at QC meeting
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he
reclassification
of
companies affiliated with
Qatar Chamber in accordance
with the national definition of
small and medium enterprises
was one of the topics discussed
at a recent QC meeting. Its
Registration and Membership Committee held the meeting under the chairmanship of
Rashid Hamad Hazza al Athba, QC’s second Vice Chairman and the committee chairman, in
the presence of Vice Chairman Abdulrahman Abdul Jalil Abdul Ghani and other members.
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منطقتك للنجاح

بيئة متكاملة وفق أعلى املعايري العاملية الزدهار أعمالك.
تُوفّ ــر “مناطــق” البيئــة األكــر كفـ ً
ً
ـتدامة وبتكلفــة مناســبة لــكل مــن املناطــق اللوجســتية والصناعيــة
ـاءة واسـ
والتخزيــن مــن خــال تأمــن عقــود إيجــار طويلــة األمــد ،وبنــى حتت ّيــة مبواصفــات عامليــة ،إضافــة إىل مواقــع
اســراتيجية لتلبيــة احتياجــات الســوق واملســتثمرين وتيســر جناحهــم.

منو أعمالك.
ّ
وسع ّ

قم بزيارة manateq.qa

Interview

QC’s Chairman: 21,000
New Companies
Established Since Siege
Begins Until End of August
H

E Chairman of Qatar Chamber (QC) Sheikh Khalifa bin Jassim Al-Thani has revealed that
the number of new companies established in Qatar since the beginning of the siege
until the end of August 2018 reached about 21,000 new companies registered in QC.

I
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n an interview with Qatar News
Agency (QNA), he stressed that this
number of companies in that limited
period confirms the attractive
investment climate in Qatar which
was not affected by the unjust siege
imposed on the country.
QC Chairman praised Qatar’s
flexible and multifaceted economic
strategy, which is in line with the
Qatar National Vision 2030, making
the country achieved significant
economic
development
over
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the past years, he said, noting
the growth of the oil and non-oil
sectors, where the contribution of
the private sector to the GDP has
increased significantly, especially
with support given by the wise
leadership and the distinguished
government to this sector.
In this context, HE QC’s Chairman
added that the wise leadership
was keen on the need for the
private sector to play a greater role
in economic development and to

pave the way for its participation
in the State’s projects, therefore
the government issued a number
of decisions to support the private
sector, pointing out that such
decisions represented a push for
business owners to work harder to
promote and improve the national
industry.
He also stressed that the private
sector has succeeded in taking a
prominent position in the Qatari
economy, especially during the
siege, taking advantage of the
government initiatives that have
paved the way for it to be a true
partner in the economic growth.
He underlined that the private
sector played a leading role
during the past period and helped
to provide all products, raise
production, open up new channels
of communication with foreign
markets and launch thousands of
companies and factories that have
helped overcome any possible
negative impact by the siege on the

economy.
Regarding the most needy sectors
that require more of the private
sector attention, QC Chairman said
that sectors such as agriculture,
tourism, education, food and
pharmaceutical industries still
need more private investment,
stressing that QC encourages
businessmen to invest in these
sectors
through
discussions
with trade delegations, and the
invitation of Qatari companies to
attend those discussions that aimed
at transferring foreign experiences
and technology to the State of
Qatar.
Qatar Chamber is working to

organize a variety of exhibitions
to enable Qatari companies to
showcase their products and
increase their promotion both in
the domestic and external markets,
he said, adding that QC also
communicates with the concerned
authorities in the country to remove
all obstacles to investors and
facilitate procedures for establishing
businesses in these sectors.
HE Qatar Chamber Chairman
(QC) Sheikh Khalifa bin Jassim AlThani said that the private sector
is enjoying its best time, especially
in light of the great support,
development and success achieved
during the siege, adding that the

outstanding performance of the
Qatari private sector surprised
everyone during the siege period
and proved its worth to be a
successful and real partner in
development.
HE told QNA that the past period
witnessed an expansion of the
establishment of companies and
factories in many sectors, and
that the Qatari product replaced
many foreign products, noting the
participation of the private sector
in major projects in the country,
and the new laws and regulations
that attracted more domestic and
foreign investments.
He called for benefiting from the
attractive atmosphere and the
continued support the sector
received, and working to make
the private sector to move into
the infrastructure projects, the
World Cup 2022 projects and nontraditional investment sectors, as
well as opening up new markets
for the Qatari product to increase
its competitiveness globally and
increasing partnership with public
sector.
With regard to the growth witnessed
by the agricultural production in the
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country during the siege period, HE
Qatar Chamber Chairman explained
that the sector is of great importance
to the concerned authorities in
the State in order to secure Qatar’s
needs of agricultural materials and
stimulate agricultural, livestock
and fish production and marketing
operations of agricultural products.
He pointed out that the State
has provided the appropriate
infrastructure to push this sector
forwards by securing integrated
stores equipped with the latest
storage methods to maintain
products, and contributed to the
removal of all obstacles that may
hinder the growth of this vital sector.
He also revealed that the number of
agricultural companies established
in the country since the beginning
of the siege reached about 164
new companies for agricultural
production.
In cooperation with Qatar Chamber
and the Ministry of Municipalities
and Environment, Hassad Food
Company (HASSAD) has established
a local marketing and agricultural
services company (Mahaseel) which
aims to support local farmers by
marketing their products, as well as
providing various other agricultural
services, in order to increase the size
and quality of local production, he
added.
On the most important obstacles
faced
by
businessmen
and
investors, HE said that in fact, the
State has provided many incentives
and facilities that have created
an attractive environment for
investments and opened the way
for the private sector to play its role
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easily, noting that it also removed
all obstacles that may impede
the contribution of the private
sector in the Qatari economy and
strengthened
communication
between government entities,
business owners and investors.
In this context, HE Qatar Chamber
Chairman called for providing
more opportunities for the private
sector to participate in major
projects in the country, especially
after demonstrating its ability to
face the challenge and to create an
integrated strategy and framework
for the private sector’ participation
in major projects in the country in
all sectors.
HE Qatar Chamber Chairman (QC)
Sheikh Khalifa bin Jassim Al-Thani
hailed the legislative reforms
adopted by the State of Qatar
to strengthen the private sector
and increase its contribution to
economic
development.
The most important laws issued in
this context are a law regulating the
investment of non-Qatari capital
and a law regulating economic
zones in the country as well as other
important laws that facilitate the
business environment, he said.
He expected that the coming period
will see more legislations that meet
all the ambitions of the private
sector and help it to participate

effectively in the State’s economy.
Regarding the contribution of the
private sector to the industrial
sector, HE Chairman Qatar Chamber
affirmed in his interview with QNA
that the industrial sector in Qatar
is moving towards a promising
future, especially in light of the
unprecedented mobility that is
currently taking place as a result of
the government’s unlimited support
for the industrial sector which stems
from the comprehensive strategy
it has developed in this regard,
and in light of the abundance
of opportunities and incentives
provided by the State to the private
sector and foreign capital.
QC’s chairman noted that there
are many facilities provided by the
State of Qatar in terms of funding
in addition to the government
directives to provide financial
facilities by banks, especially
Qatar Development Bank (QDB)
to support projects, especially the
small and medium-sized enterprises
as well as various logistics and
industrial projects that will work to
diversify the sources of economy
in the country and enhance the
competitiveness of the private
sector.
HE Sheikh Khalifa bin Jassim AlThani praised, in this context, the
government’s directives to postpone
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about the available opportunities in
friendly countries and promoting
Qatari products. Qatar Chamber also
organizes specialized conferences
to enhance the participation of
SMEs in local production and to
review successful experiences in
this area.
HE Qatar Chamber chairman
affirmed that the Chamber
will continue to support the
State’s strategy of economic
diversification of the productive
base to achieve self-sufficiency
and reduce imports in addition
to encouraging Qatari companies
and business owners to enter
into new investment sectors and
diversify their portfolios, entering
into commercial partnerships with
foreign companies and benefiting
from their expertise and technology
in increasing local production.
With regard to the role played by
the Qatar Chamber to achieve
further liberalization of trade and
integration in world markets, HE
pointed out that one of the most
important roles played by the Qatar
Chamber in this direction is the
launch of the “World Trade Agenda”,
a program launched in 2012, jointly
with the International Chamber
of Commerce, with the aim of
contributing to the promotion of
trade and investment worldwide and
stimulating the global economy by
helping to advance the Doha Round
of multilateral trade negotiations,
which have been frozen for nearly
12 years, the Qatari initiative was
aimed at reviving the Doha Round
of global trade negotiations.
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loan installments to industrial
project owners for up to six months,
in order to support investors in the
industrial sector and give greater
role to the private sector in the
economic development projects in
the country.
As a result, these efforts made
the State of Qatar the best
attractive environment for foreign
investments at the regional level
and contributed to increasing the
demand for investment in the
industrial sector, he said, adding
that the number of factories have
increased by about 14% since the
unjust siege.
The growth achieved by the
industrial sector was a result of
concerted efforts of the private
sector and government, which led
to a rise in the opening of factories
that enters into production stage
and the local and foreign markets,
HE said.
Among
the
industries
that
flourished after the siege were food,
pharmaceutical, medical, plastic,
asphalt, iron, doors, windows and
aluminum industries, in addition
to the manufacture of furniture,
decorations, electrical and plastic
supplies, paper, recycling industries,
packaging and other industries
that contribute to achieving good
rates of self-sufficiency for the

local market, HE Qatar Chamber
Chairman Sheikh Khalifa bin Jassim
Al-Thani added.
On the reasons for selecting
Sultanate Oman to host the “Made
in Qatar” exhibition next month, HE
Qatar Chamber chairman Sheikh
Khalifa bin Jassim Al-Thani said that
the selection was due to several
factors, the most important of
which is the strong economic and
trade relations between the private
sector in the two countries and the
brotherly relations between the two
brotherly peoples.
He pointed out that there is a
clear and developing cooperation
between Qatari companies and
their peers in Oman, with many
Omani products in the Qatari market
and Qatari products in the Omani
market, in addition to the numerous
partnerships between the two sides
covering all economic and trade
activities, reflected on the reality of
the trade balance between the two
countries, which has helped making
successive leaps in a short period,
while Qatari business owners
still want to explore investment
opportunities in the industrial
sectors in the Sultanate.
HE Sheikh Khalifa bin Jassim AlThani expressed confidence that
the exhibition will be a great success
and will result in commercial deals,
partnerships and cooperation
agreements between Omani and
Qatari companies, adding that
“Made In Qatar” will contribute
to increasing the trade exchange
volume between the two countries,
after more than 240
Qatari companies and factories have
explored the opportunities offered
by the Omani market.
HE further enumerated the efforts
exerted by Qatar Chamber to
achieve national development
goals, where it works to organize
exhibitions,
conferences
and
foreign visits to business owners,
in addition to the organization
of seminars that contribute to
promoting the business climate in
Qatar and informing Qatari investors

17

Conferences

H

Qatar-Pakistan trade
volume up 104% in 2017

E the Minister of Commerce and Industry Ali bin Ahmed al-Kuwari has called
for the activation of existing agreements between Qatar and Pakistan,
whose trade volume witnessed a 104% growth to reach $1.6bn in 2017.
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peaking at the opening of
the Qatari-Pakistani Business
Forum held in Doha, al-Kuwari said
bilateral trade could be further
bolstered through the activation
of a number of agreements that
have been designed to promote
economic and trade relations.
Al-Kuwari said both countries
signed agreements in the field of
economic co-operation in 1984
and the promotion and reciprocal
protection of investments in
1999. “These friendly ties were
cemented by the exchange of highranking official visits that reflected
both countries’ keenness on
strengthening co-operation across
numerous fields, especially on the
trade and investment levels,” he said.
The minister said 851 joint QatariPakistani companies are currently
operating in the Qatari market in
the fields of energy, contracting,
plastic industries, and the leasing

of heavy equipment. Qatar is also
home to six Pakistani-owned
companies, he added.
Qatar Chamber chairman HE Sheikh
Khalifa bin Jassim Al Thani said that
Qatar and Pakistan business sectors
enjoy distinguished trade relations
and there are 850 Qatar-Pakistan
joint companies operating in Qatar
in different sectors.
In press statements on the sidelines
of the Qatari-Pakistani Business
Forum, Sheikh Khalifa noted that
this forum is held few days after QC
meeting in Doha with officials of the
Federation of Pakistan Chambers
of Commerce and Industry (FPCCI)
during which means of boosting
cooperation relations between
both countries’ companies were
reviewed.
He said that Qatar and Pakistan
enjoy distinguished economic and
trade relations , which are growing
fast owing to the close relationship

of the leadership and peoples of
both countries
Their bilateral trade volume
registered an almost 100%
increase from $782mn in 2016 to
$1.6bn in 2017, he added, saying:
“This significantly reflected how
both countries’ relations greatly
developed, especially after the
launch of a maritime route between
Hamad Port and Pakistan’s Karachi
Port which contributed to the
increase in import and export
movement between the two
countries”
There is a big Pakistani community
working in Qatar and contributing
to the boom it witnessing, Sheikh
Khalifa pointed out.
QC
Chairman
stressed
the
chamber’s support to efforts
exerted to develop trade between
both counters and affirmed its
endeavours to strengthen ties
between Qatari and Pakistani firms.
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Qatar Chamber
reaffirms support
to boost trade at
IRU World Congress
Q

atar Chamber (QC) participated in the World Congress International
Road Transport Union (IRU) in Muscat and discussed the challenges and
opportunities in public transportation and mobility.

he three-day IRU World
Congress, which concluded
on November 8 in the Omani
capital, also discussed ways of
modernising the sector through
innovation
and
technology.
At the conference, QC, the
country’s largest and oldest private
industry representative body,
reaffirmed its support to efforts
in facilitating international trade,
smooth movement of goods
and services across borders and
public mobility by adopting best
practices and boosting cooperation
with
member
countries.
The conference stressed the
of
enhancing
importance
cooperation between the public
and private sectors in the field of
transport, trade and mobility,

conference that witnessed the
signing of Muscat agreement,
which draws road map for the
future of road transport, transport,
trade and logistics and urges all
stakeholders in the road transport
sector to take joint actions based
on understanding and cooperation.
Al Sharqi pointed out that the
conference also highlighted the
most important solutions that
enable the sector’s employees to
achieve growth and development
through
innovation,
which
is the best way to prosper.
He also touched on how to face the
challenges of urban mobility and
benefit from innovative practices
that generate new revenues and
enhance resource development.

enhancing joint action, identifying
international
best
practices,
supporting transport companies,
facilitating international trade
and creating legislation to serve
the development of the sector.
Saleh bin Hamad Al Sharqi, Director
General of Qatar Chamber, lead
the Qatari delegation at the

He added that the Qatar Chamber
joined the International Road
Transport Union late last year
and became the guarantor and
the founder of the national
version of the TIR system in
Qatar in coordination with the
General Authority of Customs.
He noted that the Chamber called

for working in Qatar and specialised
in the transport sector companies
wishing to join the global customs
transit system for the transport of
goods across international land
borders.
He pointed out that the
implementation of the TIR system
for international land transport
comes within the framework of
facilitating trade and reducing
transport and shipping costs for
traders, in addition to facilitating
the land transport of goods as the
global customs transport system
TIR is a system of transport and
international customs guarantee
applied globally, country of origin
through the countries of transit
to the country of destination in
booths loaded sealed subject
to customs control through a
mutually recognised multi-parties
system, as it is the easiest and most
secure and reliable system for the
transportation of goods across
multiple international borders,
which saves time and money for
transport operators as well as
customs authorities.
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Delegations

QC, Czech officials hold talks on
opportunities in tourism sector

Q

atar Chamber discussed investment opportunities in the tourism sector and
jewellery trade with members of a trade delegation from the Czech Republic.

D

favourable business environment for foreign investments
in light of the facilities and incentives provided by
the governments of the two countries for foreign
investment, which open the way for business sectors to
build more mutual economic partnerships and alliances.
He said that there are many areas for the development
of economic cooperation relations between the two
countries, especially in the sectors of infrastructure and
food, adding that the launch of 10 flights a week between
Doha and Prague will enhance cooperation in the sectors
of tourism and investment.

uring the meeting, the two sides reviewed
ways to enhance trade cooperation and
discussed investment opportunities in the jewellery
sector and introducing the most prominent
products of Czech companies in this field.
Speaking on the occasion, Qatar Chamber First Vice
Chairman Mohammed bin Ahmed bin Twar said that
Qatar’s private sector and its Czech counterpart have
developed economic ties and the trade exchange
between the two countries exceeded $187 million
last year. He said that the two countries enjoy a

He stressed that the chamber encourages Qatari
businessmen to establish economic partnerships
with the Czech side, and invites business owners
to learn about investment opportunities in a
number of important sectors in the Czech Republic.
For his part, Czech (non-resident) ambassador to Qatar
HE Martin Dvorak said that the good relations between
Qatar and the Czech Republic would contribute to
enhancing trade between the private sectors in both
countries at all levels.

Philippine delegation offers Qatar firms tie-up opportunities
in furniture sector
trade volume in 2017
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atar Chamber officials
discussed investment
opportunities with a Filipino trade
delegation headed by Chamber
of Furniture Industries of the
Philippines (CFIP) executive director
Salvio Valenzuela in a meeting held
at the chamber venue.

W

ith representatives from
seven prominent furniture
manufacturing
companies
in
the Philippines, the delegation
presented the most important
features of the Filipino industry
in this sector. The delegation
members expressed their interest

in entering the Qatari market
through establishing join projects
with their Qatari counterparts.
Qatar Chamber first vice-chairman
Mohamed bin Towar al-Kuwari
said the chamber welcomes the
cooperation between Qatari and
Filipino companies. He said the
Qatari market is open to highquality Filipino products, even as
he encouraged more cooperation
between businessmen of both
the countries. Qatar-Philippines

stood
at $133mn, al-Kuwari noted.
The Qatar Chamber official also
described Filipino workers as
“committed” and “efficient” in many
productive and active sectors
in the country, “contributing
positively” to Qatar’s development.
During the meeting, the Filipino
delegation presented a detailed
brief on the investment environment
in the Philippines, followed by
sectors in which both sides can
explore investment opportunities.
The delegation also presented
governmental efforts in training
Filipinos before working abroad, its
keenness in extending them with
language skills, and increasing their
awareness on the laws in Qatar.
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Ukrainian Deputy PM called on
Qataris to invest in his country

T

H

e noted that this is a positive
sign to the development of
their bilateral relations which
paves the way to more cooperation
in trade, economy, industry and
investments.
This revealed during a meeting
held at Qatar Chamber in the
presence of QC board members
Mohamed Al Obaidli and Adel Al
Mannai, QC director-general Saleh
Al Sharqi and representatives of
Qatari and Ukrainian companies
and the Ukrainian ambassador to
Qatar.
The Ukrainian Deputy Prime
Minister said that his country
achieved
positive
economic
reforms and moved from “stable” to
“positive” status in Moody’s rating.
The Ukrainian economy recorded
a 4 % growth during the current
year, he noted, saying that it had
achieved great development in
procedures of doing businesses
according to global rankings.
HE Stepan Kubiv affirmed that the
mutual visits of both countries’
leaderships have laid strong

foundations to their cooperation
in the future and contributed to
increase their trade volume As
well as paved the way for more
cooperation between the private
sectors in both sides.
During these visits, he said, Qatar
and Ukraine had signed many
MOUs and agreements that
contributed to improving their
bilateral relations.
With regard to the investment
climate, he noted that his country
prepared a very good investment
climate that adopting the publicprivate partnership.
Ukrainian laws are for local and
foreign investors equally, he
pointed out, affirming that his
country has a promising vision that
aims to attract foreign investments.
He invited Qatari businessmen
to invest in his country in energy,
agriculture, infrastructure and
SMEs.
Ukrainian companies are prepared
to take part in the 2022 World Cup
projects in Qatar, noting it has great
experience in this freild.

Today’s meeting includes many
leading businessmen who are keen
to establish business in Qatar, he
noted.
He expressed the hope this meeting
would be a new page of the history
of trade relations between Qatar
and Ukraine.
Addressing the forum, Qatar
Chamber’s first vice chairman
Mohamed bin Ahmed bin Twar said
that Qatar and Ukraine enjoy strong
bilateral relations in all economic
and trade areas. They established
their diplomatic ties 25 years ago.
Last year, the trade volume reached
$ 70 million.
Twar noted that the President
of Ukraine HE Petro Poroshenko
made a successful visit to Qatar in
March 2018 which had contributed
to developing both countries
bilateral relations in which a slew
of agreements and MOUs were
signed.
With regard to the private sector
cooperation, he said that there are
many Qatari investments in Ukraine
especially in hospitality sector.
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he Ukrainian Deputy Prime Minister & Minister of Economic Development and Trade of
Ukraine HE S tepan Kubivsaid that Qatar is one of Ukraine’s important partners in the
Arab world, noting that both countries relations are firm and promising and there is a joint
desire to develop their relations to higher levels.
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Delegations

Qatar, Kazakhstan review
enhancing economic relations

Q

atar Chamber first vice chairman Mohamed bin Twar said that Qatari
Kazakhstani relations have witnessed a clear development in all fields,
noting that both countries’ leaderships exerted great efforts to both countries’
strengthen cooperation ties through mutual visits and meetings of all levels.
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his came during a meeting
hosted by the chamber with a
Kazakhstani trade delegation led by
CEO of the Kazakh Invest Saparbek
Tuyakbayev in the presence of Qatar
Chamber board member Mohamed
Al Obaildy and the Ambassador of
the Republic of Kazakhstan to Qatar
HE Askar Shokybayev.
Bin Twar noted that Qatar Chamber
highly
welcomes
enhancing
cooperation
between
Qatari
companies and their counterparts
from Kazakhstan, in line with
the MOU signed between both
countries’ chambers during the
“Made in Qatar” expo last year.
The MOU aimed to strengthen
cooperation ties between the Qatari
and Kazakhstan private sector and
increase mutual visits among both
countries’’ businessmen in a view
with establishing joint ventures
and projects as well as exchanging
expertise between both countries’
companies, he added.
He said that Qatar has successfully
managed to overcome the siege

imposed by three Gulf countries
thanks to its balanced economic
policies and its external relations
with all world countries. It managed
to transfer the crisis into benefits. It
has boosted its economic and trade
cooperation with its trade partners
worldwide.
The siege has also presented
a
brilliant
opportunity
for
businessmen to intensify their
investments in industrial sector,
especially in food and medicine
sectors which witnessed a great
growth during the past two years,
bin Twar added.
He affirmed that the new economic
legislatives
and
laws
have
motivated businessmen to establish
new projects that contribute to
achieving the self0sufficenlcy in
line with the Qatar National Vision
2030.
The door is open for Kazakh
companies to establish joint
ventures with Qatari companies and
take advantage of the incentives
offered by the government to

enhance investment in food
security, industry and other trade
and economic fields, he noted.
Bin Twar said that trade exchange
between the two countries is still
below expectations.
On his part, the Ambassador of the
Republic of Kazakhstan to Qatar
HE Askar Shokybayev said that
economic cooperation between
Qatar and Kazakhstan is open for
the private sector, especially that
there are huge potentials and
opportunities available in both
countries.
He noted that Qatar market is
important to Kazakhstan under
the impetus provided by both
countries to increase their trade
exchange.
He stressed the importance of
mutual visits and B-2-B meetings
between both countries companies
in exploring available opportunities.
A presentation on investment
climate in Kazakhstan and business
opportunities was delivered.
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South Africa offers
investments opportunities to
Qatar investors

Q
T

his came during a meeting
with a South African business
delegation
headed
by
the
ambassador of South Africa to
Qatar HE Faisal Mousa.
Bin Twar noted that the two
countries have great potential
to increase their cooperation in
various fields, especially in the
light of the good relations between
them.
“Qatar is an important trading
partner to South Africa in the
Middle East region. Their current
trade volume reached $ 361 million
in 2017. Also, the South African
investments in Qatar have grown
with the past few year, particularly
in the energy sector, which are
estimated at $ 9 billion,” he added.
Bin Twar affirmed that Qatar has
managed to create an attractive
investment climate and achieved
a remarkable economic growth
thanks to its stable and balanced
policies and its openness to
world countries’ economies. It has

succeeded in developing a worldclass infrastructure over the past
few year.
It has provided lots of investment
incentives and conducted many
legislatives reforms, he pointed
out.
Qatar has many mega projects in
several fields, including schools
and hospitals, parks and resorts,
electricity and water projects,
transport
and
infrastructure
projects, food, agricultural and
industrial projects.
He expressed the welcome to
the South African companies
to participate in these projects
and establish partnerships and
joint ventures with their Qatari
counterparts, especially in projects
related to the Qatar 2022 World
Cup, noting that South Africa has
successfully hosted the 2010 FIFA
World Cup and this opens new
areas of cooperation between both
sides in this regard.
He also said that Qatar Chamber

urges
Qatari
businessmen
to
explore
the
investment
opportunities available in South
Africa in various sectors.
The South Africa ambassador said
that Qatar and South Africa have
developed their relations and there
are many mutual visits between
both sides.
Qatar has managed to overcome
the blockade successfully and it
has developed its relations with
world countries.
“We congratulate Qatar on this
steadfastness, confidence and
challenge during this crisis,” he
noted.
Mousa pointed out that both
countries can cooperate in food
security
projects,
expressing
his country’s preparedness to
provide Qatar with all equipment
and technologies required for
developing this sector.
A presentation on South African
economy, investment climate and
opportunities was delivered.
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atar Chamber first vice chairman Mohamed bin Twar said that the State of
Qatar and the Republic of South Africa enjoy good bilateral relations dating
back to 1994 and have strengthened over the years.
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Delegations

Qatari businesses invited to attend
Khartoum International Fair

Q

atar businessmen and companies have been invited to participate in the 36th
edition of the upcoming Khartoum International Fair and explore business
and investment opportunities in the African nation, especially in the country’s
free zone areas.
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he coveted event is to be
held in the Sudanese capital
from January 21-28, 2019. The
bilateral relations between Qatar
and Sudan are firm and good and
covering all fields of cooperation,
Qatar Chamber board member Dr
Mohamed Gohar Al Mohammed
said. During a meeting with a
Sudanese delegation from the
Sudanese Free Zones and Markets
(SFZ), Dr Al Mohammed noted
that Qatar respects the Sudan and
its people, pointing out that there
is a large Sudanese community
working in Qatar and participating
in its boom.
The delegation was led by head of
hotel and tourism manager at SFZ
Abu Obiada Thabit Kamal, in the
presence of head of promotion
Intisar Saeed Mohamed and Dr
Mohamed Sayed Ahmed the
cultural counselor in the Sudanese
embassy in Qatar. Al Mohamed also
noted that the Qatar private sector

has strong presences in Sudan
and there are Qatari companies
working in various sectors there.
He said that the siege imposed
on Qatar for more than a year has
many advantages, noting it helped
in further enhancing Qatar’s
cooperation and relations with all
world countries and contributed to
increasing the growth in industrial

and agricultural sectors.
Kamal said that the objective of the
visit is to invite the chamber, Qatari
businessmen
and
companies
to participate in the Khartoum
International Fair.
He praised the Qatar’s continuous
participation in the fair, assuring
that its participation represents
an added value to its outcomes.
There are lots of Qatari companies
operating in Sudan and they gained
vast experience in the Sudanese
business community, he added.
Qatar’s presence in the fair is
important, especially that the
Sudanese leadership’s directives
always call on paving the way to the
Qatari private sector to establish
more investments in Sudan. Qatari
companies’ participation in the fair
will help in exchanging experience
with other participating companies
and exploring the sectors in which
there are available investment
opportunities.
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Reports

Qatar’s non-oil
exports hit qr 18.3b
in nine months
Q

atar’s non-oil exports have reached
QR 18.032 billion in the first nine
months of 2018 , a 36.5% year-on-year
growth over QR13.02 bn recorded in the
same period of 2017.
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on-oil exports in September 2018 reached
QR1.642bn, a 4.6% increase compared to
the QR1.570 bn reported in September 2017,
said the report, which was based on 3015
certificates of origin issued in September this
year by Qatar Chamber’s Research & Studies
Department and Member Affairs Department.

products and is exerting great efforts to find
new export outlets worldwide.
He pointed to the facilities and incentives
offered by the country to boost investments
at all productive sectors with the aim to
achieving the anticipated self-sufficiency and
increasing Qatar’s exports abroad.

The report said that the 3015 certificates of
origin issued during last September included
2718 general model certificates, 130 unified
certificates for the GCC countries (industrial),
148 unified Arab certificates of origin, 18
certificates of origin for preferences and one
unified certificate to Singapore.

These facilities contributed to increasing the
non-oil exports which witnessed rapid surge,
he added.

Saleh bin Hamad Al Sharqi, Director General of
Qatar Chamber, eluded the growth of exports
in September, noting that the chamber
is highly supports locally-manufactured

The report pointed to the trend of non-oil
exports to 60 countries during September
2018 compared to (59) countries during
August, with (13) Arab countries, including the
Gulf Cooperation Council countries and (15)
European countries including Turkey and (16)
Asian countries except for the Arab countries
and (14) African countries except for the Arab
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According to the report, Oman
topped the list of non-oil exporting
countries in September 2018 with
a total exports of QR 689 million,
representing 42.1% of the total
value of non-oil exports during the
month, followed by the Hong Kong
with total exports of QR 235 million
(14.4 percent). In third place was
Singapore with QR 151 million (9.2
percent) and India QR 90 million (5.5
percent).
Lebanon ranked fifth with exports
amounting to QR 67 million (4.1
percent) of the total value of non-oil
exports in September 2018. China,
Bangladesh, Indonesia , Turkey and
Germany came in different values
and percentages respectively, where
the first ten countries accounted for
87.8 percent of total non-oil exports
in the said month.
On the other hand, the GCC countries
(Sultanate of Oman and Kuwait)
topped the blocs and the economic
groups receiving the Qatari nonoil exports during September 2018

with total exports amounting to about QR 700.458 million, then the group
of Asian countries excluding Arab countries with exports worth about QR
666.5.5 million .
The Group of Arab countries, excluding the GCC countries, came in the
third place with total exports amounting to QR 147.335 million, followed
by the group of European countries, including Turkey with total value of
exports amounting to about QR 90.246 million , followed by the African
countries except the Arab countries and the South American countries
with varying values.
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countries and two North American
countries.
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Exhibitions

Minister of Commerce
inaugurates

“Made in Qatar 2018”
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in Oman

nder the patronage of the Prime Minister and
Minister of Interior HE Sheikh Abdulla bin Nasser
bin Khalifa Al Thani, the Minister of Commerce
and Industry H E Ali bin Ahmed Al Kuwari and the
President of General Authority for Investment
Promotion and Export Development in Oman Yahia
bin Saeed Al Jabri inaugurated the events of the
“Made in Qatar 2018” and the accompanying QatarOman Business Forum at the Oman Conferences &
Exhibition Center.
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T

he opening ceremony was
attended by a galaxy of Qatari
and Omani businessmen and media
representatives from both sides.
Qatar Chamber Vice Chairman
Mohamed bin Twar and Rashid
Al Athba attended the ceremony
as well as a number of board of
directors and Chairman of Oman
Chamber of Commerce and
Industry.

sectors.
He
also
pointed
out
the
development of Qatari investments
in Oman, noting that the investment
law allows the non-Qatari investors
to own 100% of businesses. He
called on Omani companies to take
advantage of these law to enter into
the Qatari market.
On his part, Mohamed bin Twar
said that the expo offers a good
opportunity for both countries’
businessmen to review the
investment opportunities available
in both sides, noting that Oman
provides
many
investment
incetnives and facilities such as
those in ports of Sohar, Slala Duqm
and industrial zones.
He further noted that the theme
of the business forum “Industry
as Strategic Choice” encourages
businessmen and manufacturers
to set up partnerships and sign
MOUs, noting that both parties
agreed to hold more forums and
meeting in the period ahead to
deepen relations between business
communities.
“Qatar
Chamber
supports
establishing more partnerships
between both sides. It also
encourages Omani businessmen to
invest in Qatar,” he added.
Dr. Salem bin Sulayem Al Junaibi,
Deputy Chairman of Oman
Chamber of Commerce and Industry
for Economic Affairs and Branches,

commended the expo and the
exhibiting companies, noting that
they display various industries that
cover all economic sectors.
Al Junaibi also noted that the
business forum saw great attendance
from Omani businessmen who are
willing to enhance relations with
their Qatari counterparts.
Qatar Chamber Board Member
and President of the Organizing
Committee Rashid bin Nasser Al
Kaabi praised the keenness of
Omani businessmen to attend the
opening ceremony of the expo.
He also praised the efforts exerted
by the Organizing Committee,
affirming that the expo is
highly commended by Omani
businessmen for its variety.
Al Kaabi said that the expo aims to
strengthen cooperation between
Qatar and Oman companies, inform
Omani business community on
Qatari products as well as open new
markets for Qatari companies.
He extended his thanking to
all sponsors including Qatar
Development Bank the strategic
partner, Qatar Petroleum partner
of energy sector, QNB and Manateq
the official sponsors, QMIC the
diamond sponsor, QPMC the golden
sponsor and ASTAD the main
projects management sponsor as
well as Lusail Newspaper the media
partner.
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The
Minister
of
Commerce
toured the pavilions of the expo
accompanies by the President of
General Authority for Investment
Promotion and Export Development
in Oman.
The four-day expo is being held
on an area of 10,000sqm at the
Oman Conference & Exhibition
Center with the participation of 240
manufacturing local companies
from 3-6 December.
The expo features Qatar industry
through five sectors including food
and beverages (44 companies),
furniture
(21
companies)
,
petrochemicals (19 companies) ,
SMEs (59 companies) and (71
companies) representing various
industries as well as home-made
industries
The exhibition aims to promote
the industry and Qatari products
locally and globally, encourage the
use of Qatari products and reduce
dependence on imports, encourage
investors and entrepreneurs to
invest in industrial projects, and
support the state’s approach to
public-private partnerships.
Speaking to media after the
opening, the Minister of Commerce
said that this expo which is held
for the second time outside Qatar
reflected Qatar-Oman joint desire to
further deepen their relations and
help establish more investments
and commercial projects that serve
development trends in both sides.
Al Kuwari noted that the relation
between Qatar and Oman are very
distinguished, affirming that they
are interested to develop them
especially in the trade and industry
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Exhibitions

QC’s Chairman:
‘Made in Qatar’ Opens
New Horizons for Joint
Cooperation with
Businessmen in Oman

C

hairman of Qatar Chamber (QC) Sheikh Khalifa bin Jassim Al-Thani has
said that “Made in Qatar” Exhibition in Muscat has opened new horizons
for joint cooperation with Oman’s business community.
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C’s Chairman said in a press
statement that holding the
7th session of the exhibition in
the Sultanate of Oman was the
culmination of the distinguished
relations between the private sector
in the two countries, and reflects
the true desire of business owners
in both countries to establish joint
trade and investment alliances.
The exhibition offers the suitable
platform to discuss these alliances
and bring business owners closer
to further trade and investment
cooperation, he said.
His Excellency said that the high
turnout by the Omani businessmen
and the great interaction with the
joint business forum accompanying
the exhibition reflected the strong
desire of the business sectors of
the two countries to enhance
joint cooperation and transfer it to
higher levels to enhance trade and
investment exchange between the
two countries.
HE Sheikh Khalifa bin Jassim AlThani praised the great efforts by
the Oman Chamber of Commerce
which
contributed
to
the
success of the exhibition and the

accompanying forum, pointing
out that the exhibition has gained
great attention from the business
sectors in Oman as it represents an
important platform for presenting
the
Qatari
industries
and
discussing bilateral cooperation
in various fields of industry. About
240
companies
representing
five industrial sectors: furniture
and furnishings, petrochemical
industries, small and medium
industries, food and beverage
industries and other industries,

have participated in the exhibition.
He explained that “Made in Qatar”
exhibition aims at promoting the
Qatari industries and exploring the
needs of the Qatari market in new
industries that meet local demand
and supports the Qatari industrial
exports by encouraging Qatari
businessmen and foreign investors
to establish industrial projects in
Qatar and take advantage of the
incentives provided by the State to
encourage investment in industrial
sectors.
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Qatar-Omani Business Forum

Minister of Commerce;
Siege urges to build
strong industry

O

n the sidelines of the expo, more than 300
leading Qatari and Omani businessmen
and investors participated in the ‘Qatari-Omani
Business Forum” under the theme ‘Industry
Development as Strategic Choice’.

A

ddressing the forum, HE the
Minister of Commerce and
Industry Ali bin Ahmed Al-Kuwari
said that relations between Qatar
and Oman have significantly
developed thanks to the directives
of HH the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin
Hamad Al-Thani and His Majesty
Qaboos bin Said al Said.

Oman is ranked the 18th trade
partner to Qatar, he noted.
He noted that holding the expo
comes in parallel with many

Twar noted that holding the Made
in Qatar expo in Oman comes in
the frame of these distinguished
relations and the joint desire to
develop them to higher level of
cooperation that positively reflect
in both economies.
geopolitical fluctuations in the
region including the siege imposed
on Qatar which has no impact
on its plans to set up strong local
industries able to export abroad,
noting that the expo is a good
opportunity to further strengthen
relations between the two countries
in all economic fields.

Dr. Salem bin Sulayem Al Junaibi,
Deputy Chairman of Oman
Chamber of Commerce and
Industry for Economic Affairs and
Branches, said that Qatar-Oman
relations are firm, developed and
reflected clearly the aspirations and
directives both leaderships.
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He stressed the joint desire of
both sides to further develop their
relations and deepening their
cooperation to higher level.
He noted that these brotherly
relations reflected in all cooperation
fields, especially in trade and
investment aspects, affirming that
their trade reached QR 4.1 billion,
registering a 101% growth.

Qatar Chamber First Vice Chairman
Mohemd bin Twar said that Qatar
and Oman enjoy deep-rooted
and historic bilateral relations
under wise the leadership of both
countries’ leaderships Amir Sheikh
Tamim bin Hamad Al-Thani and His
Majesty Qaboos bin Said al Said.
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construction and banking with
total investments amounted by QR
10 billion, in addition to the private
sector investments which have
seen great development through
establishing joint ventures in
agricultural and building materials
sectors with total investments
amounted at QR 2 billion.

The discussion session titled
“Industry .. Strategic Choice” held on
the sidelines of the business forum
means of boosting investments in
both countries as well as incentives
offered to businessmen and
investors.
Head of Business Development at
Qatar Development Bank (QDB)
Saleh Majid Al Khulaifi reviewed in
his presentation services provided
by the bank to support investors
and entrepreneurs in industrial
projects especially in SMEs.
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Director of Business Development
at Economic Zones Company
(Manateq) Jassim Al Emadi
reviewed the incentives offered by
the company for investors including
infrastructure in industrial and
logistic zones as well as allocating
land plots.
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Ahmed Zidan of the Coordinating
Committee
for
the
Single
Window System Management
reviewed incentives offered by
the committee, noting it aims at
gathering all investment-related
bodies and authorities in one place
to simplify procedures for investors.
Director of Commercials Services
at the Port of Duqm Eng. Hashim
bin Taher Al Ibrahim discussed the
most important incentives offered
by the company to investors.
Eid

bin

Khair

Mohammed

Al

Balushi, AGM Corporate Banking at
Oman Development Bank delivered
a presentation on the services
provided by the bank especially
to the SMEs, noting that Qatari
companies can benefit from these
services.
Omar Mohammed Muqaibil ,
Director General of Marketing and
Media at the Public Establishment
for Industrial Estates – Madayn,
called on Qatari businessmen to
benefit from the incentives offered
in Oman in industry sector.

On the sidelines of the event, an
agreement of cooperation signed
between Al Meera Company and
Dawood Contracting Company to
set up a subsidiary of Al Meera in
Oman.

Talking about Qatar economy,
he said that
in view of the
diversification strategy, the Qatari
GPD has achieved a 2.5% growth in
the 2nd QR of 2018, assuring that
the private sector grew also by 4%.
He said: “Holding the Made in Qatar
expo and the business forum comes
in parallel with the significant
growth Qatari economy witnessing
despite the siege in all sectors
including the industrial sector.”
The measures Qatar
made to
overcome the siege contributed
not only to limit its impacts, but
also it resulted in an industrial
boom which helped in meeting the
requirements of the local market
and exporting the surplus abroad,
he noted.
The exhibition offers a good
opportunity for Omani investors
to
identify
the
investment
opportunities available in Qatar
and discuss with their Qatari
counterparts
the
possibility
of establishing industrial joint
ventures whether in Qatar or Oman.
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Successful Closure
of ‘Made in Qatar
2018’ in Oman
T

H

eld under the patronage of HE
Prime Minister and Minister of
the Interior Sheikh Abdullah bin
Nasser bin Khalifa Al-Thani, the
expo was organized by the Qatar
Chamber in cooperation with the
Ministry of Commerce and Industry,
in a strategic partnership with
Qatar Development Bank and in
coordination with Oman Chamber
of Commerce and Industry.
HE the Minister of Commerce and
Industry Ali bin Ahmed Al Kuwari
and the President of General
Authority for Investment Promotion
and Export Development in Oman
Yahia bin Saeed Al Jabri inaugurated
the ‘Made in Qatar’ exhibition and
the accompanying Qatari-Omani
Business Forum on December 3.
On the sidelines of the exhibition,
many agreements were signed
between Qatari and Omani
companies to establish joint QatariOmani ventures in both countries.
QC’s board member Rashid bin
Nasser Al Kaabi praised Omani
businessmen for attending the
opening of “Made in Qatar” expo
and the accompanying forum,
pointing out that this Omani
interest indicates a common desire
of businessmen from both countries
to strengthen cooperation relations.
He stressed that the exhibition

was of great success in developing
cooperation
between
Qatari
companies and their Omani
counterparts,
exchanging
experiences with Omani companies
in the industrial sectors, introducing
the Omani society to the Qatari
product and opening up new foreign
markets to the Qatari companies in
its large and small industries.
On the sidelines of the expo,
more than 100 leading Qatari
businessmen
and
investors
participated in the ‘Qatari-Omani
Business Forum” under the theme
‘Industry Development as Strategic
Choice’.
The forum provided a good
opportunity for both countries’
businessmen to review the
investment opportunities available
in both sides in all industrial sectors
as well as incentives offered to
businessmen and investors.
Al Kaabi added that the exhibition
and its accompanying activities
served as a platform for business
owners from both countries to
discuss investment opportunities
available in various sectors with
a view to establishing alliances
and commercial deals between
Qatari companies and their Omani
counterpart, which benefit the
economy of the two brotherly
countries.

Al-Kaabi said that the State of Qatar
and the Sultanate of Oman have
strong economic relations and great
cooperation between the private
sector in both countries, noting
that the volume of trade exchange
between the two countries has
achieved successive leaps in a short
period and that Oman has been the
leading recipient of Qatari exports
this year, and Qatari business
owners are interested in identifying
investment opportunities in the
industrial sectors of the Sultanate,
he added.
Al Kaabi also praised the executive
committee of the Made in Qatar
exhibition for the great efforts
exerted in organizing the exhibition,
pointing out that the exhibition was
praised by Omani businessmen for
its various industries.
He also thanked all bodies and
companies that provided support
and sponsorship to the events,
foremost of which is Qatar
Development Bank the strategic
partner, as well as Qatar Petroleum
the energy sector partner, Qatar
National Bank and Manateq as official
sponsors, Qatar Manufacturing
Industries Company as diamond
sponsor, Qatar Primary Materials
Company as golden sponsor and
ASTAD Company and main sponsor
for projects management.
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he four-day Made in Qatar Exhibition,
which was held at the Oman Convention
and Exhibition Center, came to close on 6
December.
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Qatar-Oman Business
Council agrees to remove
all obstacles for investors

T

he Qatari-Omani Business Council agreed to focus on developing joint
cooperation between Qatari and Omani businessmen as well as eliminating
all obstacles faced by investors of both sides.
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he meeting was held on the
sidelines of the “Made in
Qatar” exhibition, which began
in Muscat on December 3.
The business council meeting was
chaired by QC First Vice Chairman
Mohamed bin Ahmed bin Twar
al Kuwari, while the Omani
side was headed by Mahmoud
bin Mohamed al Garawani.
It
discussed
investment
opportunities available in Omani
food and manufacturing sectors.
The attendees agreed to activate
the role of the council and
adopt all means that can help
in enhancing communication
between
both
sides.
They also agreed to regularly
hold the council meeting and
designate a point of contact
from each side for the follow-up.
Kuwari said Qatar and Oman have
strong bilateral relations, noting

that holding the Made in Qatar
expo in Oman stems from the joint
desire to develop the Qatari-Omani
ties and take them to higher levels.
He called on Omani businessmen
to take advantage of the attractive
investment climate to enter into
the Qatari market and increase
their investments in Qatar.
In turn, Garawani said the
joint business council would
strengthen
communication
between
businessmen
from
both countries, encourage them
to establish more investments,
help increase trade volume as
well as remove all obstacles that
might hinder establishing joint
ventures. He affirmed that the
Omani and Qatari businessmen
have
shown
strong
desire
to
set
up
joint
projects.
Garawani
called
Qatari
businessmen to identify the

investment
opportunities
galore in Oman, especially in
agriculture sector, which has the
abundance of cultivable lands.
He reviewed means of achieving
integration
between
both
parties in industry sector and the
reliance on modern technology
in
manufacturing
of
food.
QC’s board member and member
of the Qatar-Oman Business
Council Abdulrahman al Ansari
said Qatari businessmen are
looking forward to increasing their
investments in Oman in all sectors,
noting that there are successful
Qatari-Omani
partnerships.
QC’s board member and member
of the Qatar-Oman Business
Council Nasser al Haider said the
businessmen from both side have
a major role to play in enhancing
trade exchange between both
countries.
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QDB supports
external expansion
of Qatari companies
C

A

l Khalifa added that the
accompanying forum was an
opportunity for Qatari and Omani
businessmen to learn about
the investment opportunities
available in the Sultanate of Oman,
pointing out that the two sides
are keen to enhance partnership
and contribute effectively to the
growth of bilateral trade, which
reached high rates in recent years.
The Chief Executive Officer of Qatar
Development Bank noted that the
current session of the exhibition,
which is held outside the State of
Qatar and under the unjust siege
imposed on the State since a
year and a half, confirms that the
Qatari economy has overcome the
repercussions of this siege and
emerged stronger and stronger
than it was before, and that Qatari
companies have launched their
products to various countries in
the world.
Al Khalifa added that QDB
supports external expansion of
Qatari
companies.
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hief Executive Officer of Qatar Development Bank
Abdulaziz bin Nasser Al Khalifa, in a statement,
said that the organization of the Made in Qatar 2018
in Oman strengthens cooperation between the two
countries, pointing out that the importance of holding the
exhibition in Muscat was to closely introduce consumers
and companies in Oman to various Qatari products and
sectors. It will also help Qatari companies to identify the
needs of the Omani market and explore viable trading
opportunities, which will open the way for them to
enter the Omani market, especially small and medium
enterprises which can establish partnerships and alliances
with its Omani counterparts, he said.
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MIQ visitors
recognize QP’s activities
T

he Qatar Petroleum (QP), which supported the Made in Qatar
2018 exhibition in Oman as a partner of the event’s energy sector,
helped Omani businessmen and visitors identify its various activities
and services in the Qatari energy sector.
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he visitors had showed great
interest to learn about the
company’s subsidiaries and the
investment opportunities it offers.
QP’s keenness to sponsor the expo
is part of its serious endeavours
aimed at developing the industrial
sector of the country since the
exhibition presents an ideal
platform that brings together
various industries. It also enhances
the efforts being exerted for
the advantage of the economic
diversification.
QP is an integrated national oil
corporation responsible for the
sustainable development of the
oil and gas industry in the State of
Qatar and beyond.

A cornerstone of Qatar’s socioeconomic development, QP’s
activities and those of its
subsidiaries and joint ventures
encompass the entire spectrum of
the oil and gas value chain locally,
regionally, and internationally.
They include the exploration,
refining, and production, as well
as the marketing and sales of oil
and gas, liquefied natural gas
(LNG), natural gas liquids (NGL),
gas to liquids (GTL) products,
refined products, petrochemicals,
fertilisers, steel and aluminium,
and other various products.
Milestone
after
milestone,
Qatar Petroleum is building the
foundations of a prosperous

present and a bright future. In
its efforts to achieve its vision of
becoming one of the best national
oil companies in the world, Qatar
Petroleum pays the utmost
attention to achieving the highest
health, safety, and environmental
standards.
Qatar Petroleum is committed
to contribute to a better future
by meeting today’s economic
needs, while safeguarding our
environment and resources for
generations to come. Thriving on
innovation and excellence, Qatar
Petroleum is bound to the highest
levels of sustainable human, socioeconomic, and
environmental
development in Qatar and beyond.
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Omani investors
briefed on QNB services

he Qatar National Bank (QNB Group) pavilion at the expo was
visited by a large number of Omani businessmen and investors
who are interested to learn about the bank’s facilities it provides.
NB’s sponsorship to the
exhibition as Official Sponsor
affirmed the bank’s great interest
in supporting the events that
promote
national
products
and contribute to developing
economic growth in the country.
It stemmed out from its firm
commitment towards bolstering
local industry and enhancing
Qatari entrepreneurs as well
as
promoting
the
locallymanufactured products outside
the country, supporting Qatari
exporters and helping them to find
new markets for local products.
The
bank’s
continuous
commitment towards supporting
such events and exhibitions
contributes to enhancing local
production and benefiting local
economy and industry.
Qatar National Bank (Q.P.S.C.)

(QNB Group) was established in
1964 as the country’s first Qatariowned commercial bank, with an
ownership structure split between
the Qatar Investment Authority
(50%) and the remaining (50%)
held by members of the public.
QNB Group has steadily grown to
be the biggest bank in Qatar and
the largest financial institution in
the Middle East and Africa region.
The Group’s presence through
its subsidiaries and associate
companies now extends to
more than 31 countries across
three continents providing a
comprehensive range of advanced
products and services. The total
number of employees around
29,000 operating through more
than 1,100 locations, with an
ATM network of more than 4,400
machines.

QNB Group has maintained its
position as one of the highest rated
regional banks from leading credit
rating agencies including Standard
& Poor’s (A), Moody’s (Aa3), Fitch
(A+), and Capital Intelligence
(AA-). The Bank has also been the
recipient of many awards from
leading international specialised
financial publications.
Based on the Group’s consistent
strong financial performance
and its expanding international
presence, QNB is currently ranked
as the most valuable bank brand
in The Middle East and Africa,
according to Brand Finance
Magazine.
QNB Group has an active
community support program
and sponsors various social,
educational and sporting events.
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Manateq pavilion witnesses remarkable
turnout of visitors and investors

T

he Economic Zones Company (Manateq) pavilion in the MIQ expo has
become the cynosure of a large number of Omani visitors and businessmen
who learned about its services, investment incentives and opportunities in
economic zones in Qatar.

M

anateq’s support to the
exhibition as Official Sponsor
aimed to strengthen the company’s
vision and exhibit its achievements
and investment opportunities,
noting that this year edition of the
event would be held in Oman.
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The expo provided a brilliant
opportunity for the company to
promote the investment advantages
in Qatar’s economic zones among
Qatari and Omani businessmen.
Manateq is working towards
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A

achieving Qatar National Vision
2030 by diversifying industries in the
country. “This is how Manateq fits
well to complement the objectives
of Made in Qatar exhibition,” he
added.
The company represents a catalyst
for change; a national initiative
working to diversify Qatar’s
economy through the provision of
world-class infrastructures within
strategically
placed
economic
zones.
It realised that long-term and

sustainable economic growth can
only be accomplished through a
thriving private business sector,
capable of competing globally, and
that the nation must now think
beyond the current upcoming
projects, such as the 2022 World
Cup, to the establishment of
non-oil related industries. To this
end, the emphasis is now on the
creation of a solid infrastructure
in which small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) can prosper
and grow.

Large turnout on ASTAD’s pavilion in MIQ

STAD which supported the
‘Made in Qatar 2018’ exhibition
as the Main Project Management
Sponsor received many Omani
businessmen and visitors in the
company’s booth at the expo.
The exhibition provided a brilliant
opportunity for ASTAD to brief the
Omani business community on the
company’s projects being held in
Qatar and throughout the region.

ASTAD is working together with
businesses, organizations and
governments to turn vision into
reality by providing consultancy
from project conception through
to completion and ongoing
management.
ASTAD’s sponsorship to the event
stemmed from its keenness to
support and develop the Qatari
industry sector.
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QMC aims to build
partnerships with Omani investors

EO of Qatar Manufacturing
Company Abdulrahman Al
Ansari said that the company, which
is taking part in the exhibition as
Diamond Sponsor, aims to build
relations and partnerships with
Omani investors in light of its plans
towards the promising markets

in the region, pointing out that
the Qatari and Omani sides wish
to enhance trade exchange and
increase investments in view
of the facilities and incentives
provided by the two countries to
businessmen.
He hoped that the exhibition will

promote Qatari products in the
Omani market.
Al Ansari stressed that the Qatari
industry has overcome the siege
and achieved remarkable progress
thanks to the facilities offered by
the government to support the
investment climate in the country.

C

EO of Qatar Primary Materials
Company (QPMC) Essa Kaldari
said that the company, as the
Gold Sponsor of the exhibition,
supports the development efforts
of the Qatari industry, referring to
the great role that Made in Qatar
plays in promoting local products

and enhancing the role of Qatari
industry in the national economy.
He said that the Made in Qatar
exhibition presented a great
opportunity to introduce the Omani
business community and Omani
businessmen to the country’s most
prominent industries, adding that

QPMC received a large number
of Omani businessmen who were
introduced to the company’s
business, strategic products and
future expansion plans, which
largely help in meeting the needs of
the Qatari domestic market of raw
materials.
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QPMC supports the development
efforts of the Qatari industry
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